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1.What is a feature of NFS?
A. role-based access control
B. Kerberos-based security model
C. block-based file access
D. zone-based access control
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security-vpn/kerberos/16087-1.html#modifiednfs

2.Which feature must be enabled to support the use of JSON and XML encoding when a Cisco Nexus
7000 series switch is deployed?
A. NX-API
B. LLDP
C. Open Agent Container
D. Bash shell
Answer: A
3.Which two settings must be configured before enabling a Cisco UCS Manager domain for Cisco
Intersight connectivity? (Choose two.)
A. syslog redirection
B. DNS servers
C. SMTP servers
D. NTP servers
E. SMTP reply-to-address
Answer: B,D
4.Which server policy is used to install new Cisco IMC software on a server?
A. host firmware policy
B. hypervisor firmware policy
C. BIOS software policy
D. Cisco IMC software policy
Answer: A
5.A host EDG Client wants to talk to a webserver in EGP Web. A contract with default settings is defined
between EPG Client and EPG Web, which allows TCP communication initiated by the client toward the
webserver with TCP destination port 80.
Which statement is true?
A. The host in EPG Client can connect to TCP destination port 80 on the webserver in EPG Web. The
webserver will not be able to initiate a separate TCP connection to a host port with TCP source port 80.
B. If EPG Web is made a preferred group member, a contract between EPG Client and EPG Web is no
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longer required for the host is EPG Client and EPG Web is no longer required for the host in EPG Client to
reach the webserver in EPG Web.
C. The host in EPG Client Can connect to TCP destination port 80 on the webserver in EGP Web. The
webserver can initiate a separate TCP connection to a host port with TCP source port 80.
D. If vzAny is configured to consume and provide a “deny all” contract, traffic between EPG Client and
EPG Web is no longer allowed.
Answer: A
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